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By Jessica Greenbaum

Princeton University Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This is the second collection from a Brooklyn poet whose work many readers will
know from the New Yorker. Jessica Greenbaum s narrative poems, in which objects and metaphor
share highest honors, attempt revelation through close observation of the everyday. Written in
plain American that cats and dogs can read, as Marianne Moore phrased it, these contemporary
lyrics bring forward the challenges of Wis?awa Szymborska, the reportage of Yehuda Amichai, and
the formal forays of Marilyn Hacker. The book asks at heart: how does life present itself to us, and
how do we create value from our delights and losses? Riding on Kenneth Koch s instruction to find
one true feeling and hang on, The Two Yvonnes overtakes the present with candor, meditation, and
the classic aspiration to shape lyric into a lasting force. Moving from 1960s Long Island, to 1980s
Houston, to today s Brooklyn, the poems range in subject from the pages of the Talmud to a squirrel
trapped in a kitchen. One tells the story of young lovers warmed by the rays / Their pelvic bones sent
over the horizon of their...
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to
understand.
-- Merritt Kilback II-- Merritt Kilback II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again later on. It is extremely difficult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Angela Blick-- Angela Blick
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